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n 2 
such as to create a nose wheel moment around the center 

3,208,694 of gravity of an aircraft which is at all limes equal and 
NOSE GEAR STEERING SYSTEM FOR VEHICLE opposite in direction to the summation of the moments 

WITH M A M  SEiC2P3'S resulting from all other forces acting upon the aircraft 
t&sIoaar T. Jogwer, Hampeon, va., 23signar to United during landing and slideout. States oP America as represented by the Admi~~isi~ator  Another object of this invention is lo provide a 8uid 

of the National Aerronantics m d  Space Administration motor into which a is forced under controlled con- Filed Mar. 20,1964, Ser. No. 353,637 
117 C1aims. (el. 244-50) ditions of pressure and direction to create a moment about 

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (B952), sec. 266) tile nose gear that permits steering and retention of di- 
rectional stability of an aircraft. 

The invention described herein may be manufactured Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
and used by or for the Government of the United States steering system for a vehicle which utilizes control means 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- fo:. determining the amount and direction of pressure 
ment of royalties thereon or therefor. applied to a fluid motor acting upon a swiveling support 

This invention relates generally to ineans for steering 15 in order to  create a moment thereabout and cause a 
a vehicle and more palticularly to a steering system for lateral force that opposes the prevalent external force 
a vehicle having main gear skids and a swivcling nose acting upon the vehicle and thus permits maintenance of 
gear. directional stability and direction of travel of the aircraft. 

Generally, the directional stability of a vehicle, espe- Another object of the present invanlion is to  provide 
cially an aircraft, is maintained during landing by means 20 a method for steering a vehicle by applying a cornpensat- 
of either utilization of the aerodynamic forces acting ing moment about a wheel support. 
upon the control surfaces of the vehicle or by means of Generally speaking, the foregoing and other objects 
selective braking on the main wheels or, at relatively are accomplished in accordance with this invention by 
low speeds, the nose gear or forward support is turned applicalion of a limited torque to the steer axis of the 
to provide positive steering. Some experimental aircraft 25 nose gear of the vehicle. Usually the nose gear is freely 
utilize a freely swiveling nose gear and rear supports or swiveling and has little or no eflcct upon the direction 
main gears which have skids rather than wheels which of travel of the vehicle. Hoviever, by providing a fluid 
are much heavier and dificult to store, as well as pre- motor, or its equivalent, to apply a cont~olled amount of 
senting problems due to reentry heat. In such vehicles, moment about the swivel axis of the nose gear of the 
there is little or no means for maintenance of directional 30 vehicle, there is provided the ability to steer the vehicle 
control once aerodynamic control is lost. It  thus be- and maintain its directional stability. A steering wheel 
comes necessary for the vehicle to utilize lalcebeds or or equivalent means is provided for initiating the amount 
other large, level surface areas for landing and slideout and direction of the torque to be applied about the swivel 
or test runs. In a vehicle having main gear slcids and axis of the nose gear. Movement of the initiator means 
a freely swiveling nose gear, lateral forces cause the 25 establishes the direction and amount of fluid pressure 
vehicle to veer from a straight-line direction of travel. which is applied to the motor and, accordingly, deter- 
Any attempt to control the direction of travel of the mines the amount of moment applied about the swivd 
vehicle by steering the nose wheel in the conventional axis of the nose gear. While the monrent or limited 
manner, for example, manual control of the steer angle torque is applied to the swivel axis, the nose gear is 
of the nose wheel, leads to lack of directional stability, 40 permitted to retain its swiveling characteristic, but the 
Ioss of control and possible ground looping. moment causes the nose wheel to be yawed or skewed to 

The present invention overcomes the above problems the direction of travel of the vehicle and thereby creates 
by applying a limited torque about the axis of a swiveling a reaction force with the ground which acts to steer and 
nose gear which causes the nose wheel to be skewed to nlaintain directional stability of thc vehicle during slide- 
the direction of travel of the vehicle and thereby estab- 45 out. As used herein, limited torque refers to a situation 
lishes a groilnd reaction force. Proper adjustment of wherein the steering power applied to the essentially 
the amount of limited torque and, consequently, the freely swiveling nose gear is selected and maictained to 
ground reaction applied permits effectuation of a state provide a fixed lateral reaction between the nose wheel 
of equilibrium in which the moments created by forces and the landing surface thereby maintaining the steering 
acting on the vehicle in one direction ale equal to and 50 moment, M2, at  the value selected. 
opposed by moments in the opposite direction and a di- A more complete appreciation of the invention and 
rection of tlavel may be established. many of the attendant advantages thcreof will be readily 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to provide apparent as the same becomes better understood by refer- 
means for steering an aircraft equipped wit11 main gear ence to the following detailed description when can- 
skids and a swiveling nose gear by utilizing ground re- % sidered in connection with the a c c o m p a n y ~ g  drawings 
action forces. wherein: 

Still another object of this invention is to provide a FIG. 1 is a plan view of an aircraft to which the in- 
steering system for an aircraft having main gear skids vention applies; 
and a nose wheel that maintains directional stability during FIG. 2 is an elevation of the aircraft of FIG. 1; 
slideout after landings. FIG. 3 is a schematic view of the direction of travel 

Another object of this invention is to provide torque of a vehicle utilizing a freely nose gear; applied to a forward wheel support to steer a vehicle 
while maintaining directional stability. FIG. 4 is a schematic view of the typical direction of 

Yet another object of this invention is to provide means travel of a vehicle having a prior art steering system 

which permit steering of an aircraft after aerodynamic 65 which utilizes positive 
conlrol is lost. FIG. 5 is a schematic showing the direction of travel 

*nother object of this invention is to provide flexibility of a vehicle having the system of the instant invention; 
of choice of landing sites for high-speed aircraft and FIG. 6 is a schematic showing the moments and forces 
reentrv s ~ a c e  vehicles. acting upon a typical vehicle employing the instant in- 

It i; a further object of this invention to provide means 70 vention; 
for creating a moment about the nose gear steer axis FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic view showing one embodi- 
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ment of the instant invention wherein a mechanical link- 
age connects the coinponenls of the system; and 
FIG. 8 is a diagrammatic view of another embodiment 

of the invention which has an electrical system ior co- 
ordination of components. 

Referring now to the drawing wherein like reference 
numerals designate identical or corresponding parts 
throughout the several views, and more particularly to 
FIG. 1 wherein the aerodynamic body or vehicle, gener- 
ally designated by reference numeral 10, is shown as hav- 
ing main body or fuselage 12 which has canopy 14. 
Attached to fuselage 12 are wings 16 having control sur- 
faces or ailerons 18 and stabilizer 20 which has control 
surfaces or elevators 22. Tail fin 24 has control surface 
or rudder 26 located adjacent vehicle after-portion 28 
which is normally utilized for exhanst from the engine. 

Vehicle 10, as is more clearly shown in FIG. 2, is pro- 
vided with a pair of rear supports 30 having diagonal 
energy absorbing members 34 to which are secured skids 
36. Skids 36 are of conventional configuration and struc- 
ture. The forward portion of vehicle 10 is supported by 
means of nose gear 40. Support 4Q has the normal con- 
struction for a swiveling nose gear which includes vertical 
shaft 42 which is bifurcated at 44 adjacent the ground end 
thereof. Bifurcated portion 44 has arms 46 extending 
therefrom and in which is journaled wheel axle 48. Wheel 
50 is mounted upon wheel rim 52 that in turn is mounted 
for rotation about axle 48. 

FIGURE 6 shows aircraft or vehicle 10 being steered in 
direction of travel T in the presence of lateral force F 
at center of gra~i ty C.G. resulting from a side wind, a 
lateral slope in the runway surface, or in the case of a 
curved direction of travel, a centrifugal force. In any 
event, an equal and opposite force must be applied to the 
-rehick in order for it not to depart from the desired di- 
rection of travel. The main skids develop a ground re- 
action only in a direction opposite to the direction of 
travel, not laterally as main gear wheels do when yawed 
slightly. Consequently, the only place where an equal 
and opposite ground force can be developed is at the nose 
wheel. This can be done by forcing the nose wheel to 
travel at a yaw angle to the desired direction of travel, 
but it must be done in such a way that the aircraft is not 
made directionally unstable, as in the case of positive 
angular displacement steering of nose wheels in combina- 
tion with main gear skids. 

The scheinatic of FIG. 6 shows vehicle 10 as having 
center of gravity C.G. locatcd distance n from a line join- 
ing the center of main gear sliids 36 and distance b from 
nose gear wheel axle 48. Nose gear wheel axle 48 is 
distance 1. from nose gear shaft or swivel axis 42. Main 
gear sltids 36 develop drag force D and nose wheel 58 
develops drag force d. Vehicle or aircraft LO is shown as 
having centerline 38 extending at yaw angle alpha to 
direction of travel T and nose wheel 50 as extending at 
yaw angle beta. In order to more fully understand the 
present invention, consider the moments about center of 
gravity C.G. caused by the ground forces indicated in 
FIG. 6.  Drag force D of main gear skids 35 applies 
moment M1=D(a sin a) about center of gravity C.G. in 
such a direction as to tend to line the vehicle with direc- 
tion of travel T, or decrease angle of yaw alpha while the 
resultant ground force on yawed nose wheel 58 produces 
moment Mz=(f fb  cos a + db sin ci) in a direction tend- 
ing to increase angle of yaw alpha. Since d is vcry small, 
it can be neglected. Thus, it is seen that moment MI must 
be equal to moment Mz in order to have vehicle 10 travel 
in the desired direction of travel T in the presence of side 
force P. Moment M2 is regulated by applying a torque 
moment M3=(Jlt cos P+dt sin 0) about nose gear swivel 
axis 42. For a given value of lateral force F', a given 
wheel or tire 50 has a definite value of yaw angle beta. 

Considering now the directional stability of vehicle 10 
when rnoment M3 is held constant by means of suitable 
control devices at such a value that the resulting moment 
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Mz is made equal to monlcnt MI. If vehicle 10 is de- 
flected in such a way as to increase angle of yaw alpha, 
the sine of alpha increases and stabilizing moment MI in- 
creases, mnile for moment Mz the cosine of yaw angle 
alpha decreases and destabilizing moment M2 decreases. 
Thus, vehicle I@ returns to its original valce of yaw angle 
alpha. If yaw angle a l ~ h a  is decreased, the same line of 
reasoning will show that vehicle 10 returns to its original 
direction of travel T. The vehicle is, therefore, direc- 
tionally stable and will travel in the desired direction of 
travel T at a constant yaw angle alpha which is con- 
trolled by the applied coilstant steering torque M3 which 
is suitably selected for the amount of lateral force F'. It 
must be remembered that nose-wheel yaw angle beta, is 
controflcd only hy the steering t o r q ~ ~ e  P d 3  ard  remains 
constant at any one stesring torque setting and is not 
aflected by pertarbations of yaw angle alpha as in the case 
of positive angle steering. 

FIGURE 7 shows a schematic of a mechanical system 
for operating and providing the limited torque which ac- 
complishes the objective of the instant invention. Thc 
upper portion of shaft 42 has spindle 54 to which sprocket 
55 is rigidly secured. Sprocket 56 may be of a size for 
increasing or decreasing the power ratio as design criteria 
require and is adapted to reccive chain 58 which is com- 
prised of several links or is of any well known con- 
struction. Sprocket 56 is secured on spindle 54 so as to 
rotate the same amount as the steer angle of nose wheel 
50 and nose gear shaft 42. As is more clearly shown in 
FIG. 7, power supply 60 is a fluid motor or its equivalent. 
The motor has casing 62 to which are secured fldd lines 
64 and 66. These fluid lines extend through casing 62 
arrd are connected to entry ports 68 and 70 which are in 
comrnunicaiion with a central rotor 72. Rotor 72 is pro: 
vided with vanes 74 and sprocket shaft 74  to which is 
secured sprocket 78. The above described construction 
for fiuic! motor or power supply 60 is conventional and 
any well known similar type of motor may be utilized. 
It is also recognized that the above described drive train 
is only one of many possible constructions for connecting 
power supply 60 to nose gear 40. 

Chain 58 interconnects sproclcets 56 and 78 and there- 
by transfers the encrgy or limited torque from power 
supply 60 to vertical nose gear shaft 42. It is to he noted 
that motor 60, as shown in FIG. 7, is such that the fluid 
flow-through lines 64 and 66 are essentially interchange- 
able and thus the fluid pressure exerted against vanes 74 
may be in either of two directions to effect clockwise or 
counterclockwise rotation of shaft 42. 

Mechanical controller 80 has initiator 140, direction 
control 82 and pressure regulator 160 which are inter- 
connected to govern the operation of power supply 60. 
Direction control 82 utilizes a three-section valve 84 which 
may be of thc conventional spool type or its equivalent. 
The schematic of FIG. 7 shows valve 64 as having three 
sections 86, 88, and 90. The fluid lines extending through 
each of the sections of valve 84 are respectively desig- 
nated as 92, 94, for section 90; 96 and 98 are stop lines 
in section 88, and lines BOO and 102 are reverse flow lines 
in section 86. Reverse flow lines BOO and 102 permit 
flow of pressurized fluid from line 96 to enter motor 60 
via line 66 and thereby establish clockwise rotation of 
rotor '72. In such circumstances, line I02 functions as 
a discharge conduit for fluid flowing from motor 60 into 
sump line 98. Stop lines 96 and 98 extend to other por- 
tions of controller 80 as will be described more fully 
hereinafter. However, it is shown that line 98 extends 
to a line sump chamber 104 which has fluid line 104 that 
extends to main sump 400. Line sump chamber 104 is 
of conventional construction and f~inctions to prevent a 

I delay of action or sucking of air when a reversal of flow 
occurs. kine 96 is the main pressure line extending from 
T 192 to provide a conduit for the fluid which activates 
pourer supply 60. 

Attached to the spool of valve $4 is rod 110 which is 
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pivoted at 112 to leg 116 of a pair of L-shaped levers column 286. Cam 288 functions as a selector and is 
114 and 124. Lever 114 has leg 116 and arm 118 and lever secured to initiator or steering nlechanism 280 and has 
124 has leg 126 and arm 128. One of the arms 418 or projections or bosses 324 and contact arm 290. An elec- 
128 overlies the other and the two are pivoted to fixed trical power source 278 is connected wilh cam 288 and 
fulcrum point 422. The free ends of arms 118 and 128 5 contact arm 290 in such a manner that, as initiator 280 is 
are interconnected by means of a circular or coil spring rotated, contact arm 290 abuts or slides across contact 
3120. To complete the linkage of valve 84 and initiator 292 or 294. Contacts 292 and 294 arc respectively at- 
140, leg 126 of lever 124 is provided with flanges 130 tached to electrical wires 250 and 252 so that electrical 
and 132, see FIG. 9, extending from the outer portions current from the power source 278 may flow selectively 
thereof and interior boss 148. 10 to either solenoid valve operator 244 or 254. 

Initiator 140, as shown in FIG. 7, has steering wheel Fluid line 260 provides a supply of pressure-repulaled 
142 with cross braces 144 mounted on central column 446 fluid which is permitted to flow into either of the power 
as is well known and conventional. The rim of the wheel supply flow lines 64 and 66 depending upon the position 
142 is notched at 156 to accommodate boss 148 on lever of valve 224. Fluid line 262 acts as a sump line or 
124. As is more clearly shown in FIG. 9, flanges 130 and 15 pressure-re!ieving line leading to sump chamber 264 which 
132 and boss 148 form a channel which encounters the functions to prevent suction of air whcn a reversal of 
rim of whcel 142 with boss 148 extending into notch 156. flow occurs. Sump line 266 extends fro111 chamber 264 
Flanges 130 and 132 project over the faces of wheel 142. to primary or basic fluid supply container 400. Pres- 
Thus, when wheel 142 is rotated suficicntly far, boss 148 surized fluid line 260 connects with T 268 which has 
leaves notch 156 but abuts the rim of wheel 142 and 20 another pressurized Ruid line 270 connected to a second 
continues to cooperate with flanges 230 and 132 to main- of the three outlets. Fluid line 270 extends to pressure 
tain the association of lever 124 with whecl 142. Initi- regulator 300 to function as will be described more fully 
ator 140 further includes crossbar 150 which has enlarged hereinafter. 
portions or shoulders 152 and 254 at the ends thereof and Rotation of initiator or steering mechanism 280 forces 
which are Axed:y attached to central colnmn 146. 23 bosses 324 against I-member 298 which has flanges 296 

Reslator  Id@ has I-shaped member 962 that is pro- and 302. Thus, as cam 288 and bosses 324 are rotated, 
vided with flanges 164 and 166. Flange 164 is located the Batter contact flange 296 to cause rnovenicnt thereof 
so as to be operated by movements of crossbar 150 and toward the right as shown in FIG. 6. Spring 304 is at- 
shoulders 152 and 154. Spring 168 extends between tached to flange 302 at one end and to plate 305 at 
flange $66 and the interior of a second three-section valve 30 the other end. Bar 308 is attached to plate 306 at one 
170. Valve 170 is also of conventional construction, end and extends to lever 318 to make contact therewith 
such as a regulator spool valve, whercin lhc through pas- at pivot point 310. A second bar 3112, or an extension of 
sages are such as to perniit a variable flow. Section I72 bar 308, also contacts lever 318 at pivot point 590 on 
of valve 170 has through line 204 and stop line 206. one end and pressure bellows 314 at the o!her end. Bel- 
Central valve section 1174 has Iwo stop lines 208 and 210 2.5 lows 314 is secured at a fixed location 316 and is adapted 
and third section 136 has stop line 212 and reverse through to receive fluid from pressurized fluid Pine 270. 
line 214. Lever 318 pivots about fuIcrum point 320 and has ex- 

The interior of valve 170 reacts with piston 186 and tended portion 322 which has contact points 366 ard  368 
piston rod 188 which are encascd by cylinder 184. Spring secured to opposing sides thereof. Contact points 366 
190 extends from the interior of valve 140 to cylinder 49 and 368 respectively engage contacts 564 and 370 to per- 
184 to funclion in association with spring 168 for neutrally mit the flow of electricity through wires 362 or 372. 
positioning valve 140. FIuid pressure Iines 180, 182, and Wires 362 and 372 are respec!ivcly attached io solenoid 
200 are shown, in FIG. 7, as being capable of cornrnuni- valve operators 360 and 374. Solenoid valve operator 
cation with one anothcr via valve line 204. Fluid line 360 has rod 356 and spring 358 attached thereto and ex- 
202 extends to basic sump $@@. Thus, it is seen that g j  tending to three-section or spool valve 330. Regulator 
fluid pressure provided by conventional means, not shown, valve 330 is identical to valve 17@ and the previous 
would go through lines 200 and 180 to T 192 fro111 which description of the latter applies equally here. Solenoid 
it would flow into lines 96 and 182. Line 182 being in valve operator 374 is provided with rod 376 and sprin!: 
comniunication with cylinder 184. 378 which extend to the end of valve 310 opposite to 

The embodiment shown in FIG. 8 has substantially that of rod 356 and its associated spring 358. Thus 
the same nose gear structure and ,rower srrpply 60 as de- springs 358 and 378 act to position valve 330 in a neutral 
scribzd with reierence to the embodiment of FIG. 7 .  position in the absence of an electrical current activati:sg 
Basic electrical controller 220 is comprised of direction either of solenoid valve operators 360 or 374. 
control 222 and ~ressure regulator 308, a well as initi- Pressurized fluid line 338 extends from [he prirliary or 
ator 280. Direction control 222 has a three-section or 55 basic fluid container and fluid therein w~El pass th~ough 
spool valve 224 which is placed adjaccnt and so as lo be valve 330 and to pressurized Ruid line 346 which extends 
in communication with power supply 60 via fluid lines into three-way connector 268. Fluid line 340 acts as 
64 and 66. Valve 224 is identical to previously described a relief line and serves to drain excess fluid in the systein 
valve 84 and accordingly the description of valve 84 is back into primary or basic fluid container 400 when 
applicable to valve 224 and will not be repeated here. GO pressure is being reduced. 

Solenoid valve operators 244 and 254 are each placed 
adjacent an opposite end of valvc 224. Solenoid rods Operation 
245 and 256 extend from solenoid valve operators 244 
and 254 to the cnds of the interior portion, such as the 
spools, of valve 224. Springs 248 and 2-58 also extend 
between the solenoid valve operator casings, or siixilar 
f i x ~ d  structures, and the ends of the interior portion of 
valve 224 and act not only as centering and neutral posi- 
tioning means, but also lo resist any sudden forces which 
might be directed against va!ve 224. Wires 250 and 252 
respectively connect solenoid valve operators 244 and 254 
to initiator 280 now to be described. 

Initiator 288 is of conventional construction. That is, 
it may be a steering mechanism having wheel rim 282 with 
cross braces 284 mounted and rotatable upon shaft or 

Referring now to FIG. 7, as initiator 1140 is rotated, 
L-shaped lever 124 is caused to rotate which in turn ro- 
tates L-shaped lever 114 about the fixed fulcrum 122. 
Coil spring 120 acts lo allow lever 124 to move as far 
as required by initiator 140 after valve 84 bas n~ovcd 
throngh its full stroke and provides for a continuous 
application of force to rod 110. Since rod 110 is in 
comn~unication with valve 84, movement of wheel 142 
effects a movement of valve 84 in either of two direc- 
tions. 

Movement of initiator 140 not only moves L-sliaped 
levers 444 and 124, but also causes rotation of crossbar 
150 and its shoulders 152 and 154. Such a n~ovement 
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causes Xange I64 and I-shaped member 162 to move to causes contact arm 290 to abut or slide over contact point 
the right, wliich in turn causes valve 170 to be displaced. 292 allowing electricity to flovv through wire 250 to sole- 

With initiator 140 in a neutral position, centering noid valve operator 244. When solenoid valve opcrator 
springs 1168 and 190, as well as E-shaped levers 134 and 244 is energized, it acts to force valve 224 to the right 
124, maintain valves 84 and 170 in a neutral position. :, which permits interconnection of pressurized fluid line 
Upon rotation of initiator 140 to the left, valve 84 is 260 with motor iluid line 64. This causes a counter- 
forced to the right thereby placing lines 92 and 94 re- ciochwise rotation of rotor 72 and thc associated sprochLets 
spectively in commtmication with flnid lines 96 and 98 '78 and 56. The countercPockwise rotation of sprocket 
and 44 and 66. 56 causes a si~l~ilar rotation of wheel 50 and the conse- 

The same left rotation causes member 162 to move 10 quent establishment of a ground reaction force. 
and push or cause valve 170 to move to the right. Con- The discharge fluid leaves powcr supply 60 via nuid 
sequenlly, &lid prcssure lines 200, 204, and 180 come line 66 and sequentially passes into fluid line 262, line 
into cornmalnicalion with one another and fluid pressure chamber 264 and sump line 266. The counterclockwise 
flows from l ~ n e  205 to line 204 and then into line 1180. rotation of inleiator 250 also causes cam 288 and bosses 
From line 185 it goes into T 192 and then flows into 13 324 to act against flange 296 and forces I-shaped mem- 
lines 96, 92, &LR? and into power supply 60. The fiuid ber 298 against coiled spring 304 and its associated plate 
under pressure flows through port 68 where it impinges 306. A3 plate 306 is forced to the right, it acts with bars 
on vanes 74 which causes counterclockwise motion of 308 and 382 through pivot point 310 and causes lever 
rotor 72 and then enters port 70 and flows ont through 318 and its extension 322 to pivot about point 320. Con- 
fluid line 56. Since fluid line 66 is brought into communi- 20 tact 368 abuts contact point 370 lo permit energization 
calion with fluid line 98 by line 94 of section 90 of valve of solenoid valve operator 374. As solenoid valve opera- 
84, the fluid flows into sump chamber 104 and from the tor 374 is energized, it causes connector rod 376 and 
chamber into sump line 106. spring 378 to force valve 330 to the right and permit flow 

The pressn~ized Ruid enters cylinder 1184 and acts of the pressurized fluid in line 338 to pass into pressurized 
against piston 186 and piston rod 188. As long as pres- 25 fiuid line 346 and subsequenlly to enter three-way con- 
sure or forcc is exerted against 1-member 162 by inili- nector 268. The fluid in three-way connector 268 flows 
?lor 140, valve 178 remains in its displaced position per- into fluid lines 260 and 270. The flow of pressurized 
rnliting a re~ulatcd amount of pressurized fluid to flow fluid in line 260 passes to valve 224 and establishes rota- 
therethrough. However, when the pressure in line 182 tion of power supply 60 as described hereinabovc. 
and cylinder 184 causes a force against piston 186 suffi- 30 The iluid flowing into line 270 enters bellows 314 at 
cient to overcome the force provided by initiator 140, point 316 where bel!oivs 314 is secured in place. The 
valve 190 1s returned to a neutral position. This places pressure in bellows 314 created by fluid from line 270 
central section 174 of valve 170 in a position such that acts to force bar 312 back into a neutral position and 
stop lines 208 and 210 come into communication with thus to separate contact points 368 and 370. When the 
fluid Sines IS0 and 280. Accordingly, the fluid is pre- 2,j force exerted by bellows 314 becomes greater than the 
vented from flowin:: into the motor and the pressure flow- force caused by spring 304 and rotation of initiator 280, 
ing to fluid motor 60 is regulated to an amount determined bar 312 and lever 318 rotate so as to provide for contact 
by the displacement of initiator 140. of points 366 and 364, thus energizing solenoid valve 

 he fluid which enters power supply or fluid motor operator 360. When solenoid valve operator 360 is 
60 through fluid line 64 and port 68 reacts with vanes 74 40 energized, it acts to force valve 330 to the Icft, as &own 
and rotor 72 which has secured thereto shaft 76 and in FIG. 8, and thereby to prevent further flow of pres- 
sprocket 78. As the fluid causes rotation of rotor 72 surized fluid into line 346. Thus, direction control 222 
and the attendant elements, chain 58 is caused to rotate serves to determine the direction of rotationl of wheel 50, 
and, since sprocket 56 is rigidly secured to shaft 42, a while pressure regulator 300 determines the amount of 
torque is applied to the nose gear steer axis and to wheel q5 fluid pressure to be applied to power supply 68) which 
50. It is ieadily apparent that upon rotation of initiator creates the limited torque to be applied to nose gear 
140 or wheel 142 to the right, a similar chain of events shaft 42 and the associated nose wheel structure. 
would occirr which would cause movement of valve 84 It  is to be noted that the inherent characteristics of a 
in a direction opposite lo  that previously described. fluid motor, such as powcr supply 60, permit a reversal 

pressure in line and 184 tends 50 of rotation direction upon application of sufficient torque 
coilnt-ract the force provided by initiator 140. There- by the nose gear to overcome the pressurized fluid flow, 
fore, the Auid pressure in line 180 is regulated by valve as well as permitting rotation in the same direction upon 
170 and only a limited amount of fluid flows into power application of a torque causing such. Thus, it is seen 
supply 60. This establishes the amount of limited torque. that nose gear 463 retains its swiveling characteristic 
Should wheel 142 be rotated to the right, it is apparent 55 application of the limited amount of torque causes nose 
that valve 84 ~ ~ o u l d  be moved to the left thereby putting wheel 50 to be yawed to the direction of travel of ve- 
line BOO in conlmunication with lines 96 and 66 and line hicle 10, thereby a ground reaction force to 
102 would. then connect lines 64 and 98. In such a situa- steering of the vehicle. 
tion, the pressurized fluid coming from supply line 200 FIG. 3 shows a schematic of a typical landing path 
would enter power supply 663 from Auid line 66 to react 60 for a vehicle having a freely swiveling nose gear and 
against vane 74 in the vicinity of port 78). It would flow main gear a h e  desired direction of travel is shown 
from port 7@ into port 68 and then into line 64 which by arrow T and the res~altant of external forces acting 
wo:lld become a discharge line in communication with the vehicle is shown by arrow F. F~~~ figure, 
su~np  line 182 of valve 84. From valve 84 the fluid it is apparent that the prior art str~lcture of a freely 

lo line sump chamber '04 via line 98 and 6.5 swiveling nose gear would not permit a substantially 
then into sump line 106 and eventually would be stored straight line direction of travel in the presence of a side 
In priliaary storage chamber 408. force and, accordingly, vehicles utilizing such a system 

As will be evident from the description hereinafter, 
of the invention of FIG. 8 operates in a require large areas for landing and slideout- 

manner similar to of the embodiment shown in F~G.  FIG. 4 shows another example of the prior art wherein 

7. oi initiator 2 g 4 ~  provides contact of arm 290 a system is utilized which provides for steering of the 

with either of colltact points 292 or 294 to selec- vehicle by means of positive rotation of the nose gear. 
t h e  energization of valve operators 244 or 254 Regardless of whether external lateral forces are applied 

by of electrical flowing through either wire to the vehicle during landing and slideout, any rotation 
250 or 252. Counterclockwise rotation of initiator 280 75  of the nose gear wheel causes lateral, or yaw, forces to 
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react thereagainst with the consequent destabilization of means; an  I-shaped member having a first flange abutting 
the vehicle. said shoulders and a second flange to which is secured 

FIG. 5 shows a schematic of the path of landing and one end of a spring; and the other end of said spring 
slideout for a vehicle utilizing the steering system of the abuts said second spool valve. 
present invention. Although the vehicle is yawed with 5 8. The steering system of claim 5 wherein said posi- 
respect t o  the direction of travel and skewed to lateral tioning mcans is comprised of: a three-way connector 
force F, it maintains a substantially straight direction of connecting two sections of one of said fluid lines; a scc- 
travel. ~ h u s ,  the instant invention permits vehicles to ond fluid line extending from said three-way connector; 
land and continue slideout on narrow runways or  in a a cylinder; a piston rod secured to said second spool 
narrow space without substantial lateral displacement by 10 valve and having a piston located within said cylinder; 
the frequently experienced forces due to lateral wind, a spring extending between said second spool valve and 
crown, or  lateral slope of the runway. said cylinder; and said second fluid llne being in com- 

In view of the above, it is seen that the instant inven- mufiication with said cylinder. 
tion permits control of a vehicle such that a desired 9. The steering system of claim 5 wherein the linkage 
direction of travel may be maintained under stable con- 15 extending between the iniiiator nlcans and the director 
ditions. Accordingly, vehicles, especially aircraft, now Illeans 1s comprised of: selector means; 5,olenoid valve 
are to  travel on narrow surfaces even in the presence actuators located a t  each end of said first valve; conncctor 
of lateral forces caused by such factors as cross-winds, rods and springs connecting each of saiii actualors to 
slope of crown of the surface, or  centrifugal force when said fiist valve; and an electrical connection between said 
the direction of travel is an  arc. 20 selector means and said solenoid vaI\e actuators. 

Obviously, many modifications and variations of the 10. The steering system of c?,lim 5 whclein the means 
subject invention are possible in the light of the above connecting the initiator nzeans and the scco,nd spool valve 
teaching,. I t  is, therefore, to bc understood that convrised of: selector nleans haiing spaced bosscs on 
the scope of the appended the invention may be One side thereof secured to said in>tialcr nleans; an  1- 
practiced otherwise than as specifically described. 25 shaped member having a first flangc abuttin2 said bosses 

Wha.t is claimed as new and desired to be secured by and a second flange; a spring having onc end secured 
Letters Patent of the United States is: to said secon:l Range and the other end to a plate from 

3. In an  aircraft, the steering system comprised of: which extends a bar; one end of said bar pivoted to a lever 
an  having main gear skids; a swiveling nose gear nI0u"ted on a fulcrilnl: an extension of said lever h a v i n ~  
having a wheel; power means for applying torque to 30 cont?ct poiilrs attached to opposite sides thereof; con- 
said nose gear; initiator means for activating the system; tacts adjacent b~!t spaced flom said contact points; wires 
director means for establishing the direction of torque extend~ng from said contacts to solenoid valve actuators 
applied; and regulator means including a valve having lo""t9 31 each end of said second spool vahc; connector 
a t  least three positions for establishins the amount of rods and spricgs connecting each of s31d actuators to 
torque to be applied to said nose gear, whereby reaction 35 said second Spool valve; and an e1ec:rical power source 
forces caused by the nose gear being yawed to in c ~ n l n l ~ l n i ~ ~ i ~ n  with said selector means. 
the direction of travel compensate for external forces 11. The steeling systein of claim I@ wherein said po- 
acting upon the aircraft to maintain aircraft directional sitioning means is coinprised of: a three-way conncctor 
stability. connecting two seclions of a first of s a d  fluid hnes; a 

2. In  an  aircraft, the steering system of claim I where- 40 second fiuid line extending froill said three-way con- 
in the initiator means is a steering wheel having asso- nector; an extension of said bar is secured to one end of 
ciated therewith means for conveying a command to a pressure bellows; and the othci end of said bellows 
each of said director and regulator means. communicates with said second Auid linz. 

3. In  an  aircraft, the steering system of claim 3 where- 12. In an aircraft, the combinai;on comprised of: a 
in the director means includes a valve having at  least 45 vehicle having main gear skids and a swivcliog, nose gear; 
three positions for determining the direction of torque a whecl mounted on one end of said nose gear; a sprocket 
applied to  said power means. secured to the other end ~i said nose seal: a fluid motor 

4. In an aircraft, the steering system of claim 1 where- having a sprocket; a chain linking said sprochcts; a first 
in the initiator means includes a steering wheel having ~ ~ 0 0 1  valve; fluid lines connecting said nqotor and first 
means associated thercwith for conveying a command 50 valve; initiator means for activating the system; a p,a,alr 
to said director and regulator means; and said director of L-shaped links pivote3 on a fixed fulcl-tlm: a spnng 
means is a valve having at  least three positions for de- connecting the ends of the arms of said links; one of 
termining the direction of torque applied to said power said lillks having a boss on the end of the leg there01 
means. which abuts said initiator means; tbc e ld  of the ieg of 

5. In  a steering system, the combination comprised of: 55 the other link being pivoted to a rod secured to said first 
a vehicle having main gear skids and a swiveling nose ~ ~ 0 0 1  valve; a second spool valve; a bar secured to said 
gear with a wheel mounted thereon; a fluid motor; a initiator means and having shoulders; an 1-shaped lilena- 
drive train interconnecting said nose gear 2nd said fluid bfl having a first flangc aabutiing said shoulders and a 
motor; director means including a first spool valve; in- second flange to which is secui-ed one end of a spring: 
itiator means; a linkage extending between said initiator the other end of said spring being secured to said second 
means and said director means; a regulator including a "001 valve; a fluid line extending from a fluid supply 
second spool valve and positioning means therefor; means SOUrCe to said second valve and to slid f i r  st valve; a $. 

connecting sald initiator means and said regulator; a ~0nnecting two sections of said fluid line bclween said 
fluid supply source; and fluid lines connecting said valves valves; a second fluid line extending f i cm said T; a 
with said fluid supply source and said fluid motor. G5 cyli11d~r; a piston rod secured to  said second spool -valve 

6.  The steering system of claim 5 wherein said linkage and having a piston located within said cylinder; a spring 
is comprised of: a pair of L-shaped links pivoted on a ext""dng between said second spool valve and said cylin- 
fixed fulcrum; a spring connecting the ends of the arms der; said second fluid line being in conlmunication with 
of said links; one of said links having a boss on the end said cylinder; sump lines extending f iom ezch of said 
of the leg thereof which abuts said initiator means; and 70 valves to said supply source; and a line sump chamber 
the end of the leg of the other link pivoted to a rod in said sump line exlcnding from said first spool valve. 
secured to said first spool valve. 13. In  an  aircraft, the coii~bination comprised of: a 

7. The steering system of claim 5 wherein the means vehicle having main gear skids and a swiveling nose geal; 
connecting the initiator means and said regulator is com- a wheel mounted on one end of said nose gear; a sprocket 
prised of: a bar having shoulders secured to said initiator 75 secured to the other end of said nose gear; a fluid motor 
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having a sprocket: a chain linking said sprockets; a first cause it to be oriented and yieldingly maintained at an 
spool valve; fluid lines connecting said motor and first angle to the direction of travel of the aircraft while 
valve; initiator means for activating the system; selector permitting said nose gear to retain its swiveling char- 
means coorclillated with said initiator means; wires ex- acteristic; said power means so constructed and arranged 
tending to first solenoid valve actuators located at each 5 that an external force acting against the aircraft will 
end of said first s p o l  valve; connector rods and springs cause a variation of said angle; and control means for 
connecting each of said first actuators to said first spool selectively determining direction and amount of torque 
valve; an electrical power source in communication with applied to said nose gear by said power means, whereby 
said selector rnezns; a second spool valve; said selector external forces on the aircraft are opposed so as to 
means having spaced bosses on one side thereof; an I- 10 permit maintenance of aircraft directional stability and 
shaped member having a first flange abutting said bosses control. 
and a second flange to which is secured a spring; said 16. In a steering system, the combination comprising: 
spring secsired to a plate from which extends a bar; one a vehicle having a wheeled support therefor; said wheeled 
end of said bar pivoted to a lever monnted on a fulcrum; support being capable of swiveling; power means for 
contact points attached to opposite sides of an extension 15 applyins limited rotational force to said wheeled support 
of mid lever: contncts adjacent but spaced from said to cause said wheeled support to be oriented and yielding- 
contact points; wires extending from said contacts to Ey maintained at an angle to the direction of travel of 
second solenoid valve actuators located at each end of said vehicle to piovide a ground reaction establishing 
said second spool valve; connector rods and springs con- directional stability and control of said vehicle; said 
nccling each of said second actuators to said second 20 pover means being so constructed and arranged that a 
spool valve; a nuid line extending from a fluid supply force overcoming said ground reaction will result in mo- 
source to said second valve to said first valve; a three- mentary swivel reversal of said wheeled support causing 
way connector connecting two sections of said fluid line; a variation of said angle to  vary the ground reaction. 
a second Buid line extending from said three-way con- 117. The method of steering a vehicle comprising the 
nector; one end of a bar extension pivoted to said bar 25 steps of: providing a vehicle with at least one swiveling 
and lever; one end of said bar extension secured to a support; actuating a fluid motor for applying a torque 
pressure bellows; tllc other end of said bellows corn- to said swiveling support; applying a torque to said 
municating wLth s a ~ d  second fluid line; sump lines ex- swiveling support for said vehicle; yawing said swiveling 
tending from each of said spool valves to said supply support at an angle to the direction of travel of said 
source; and a l ~ n e  sump chamber in said sump line ex- 30 vehicle; yieldingly maintaining said swiveling support 
tending from said first spool valve. at the yaw angle while permitting said swiveling support 

14, In a steerins system, the con~bination comprising: to retain its swiveling characteristic whereby variations 
an aircraft having a nose gear supported therefrom; said in the lateral forces acting upon the vehicle are able to 
nose gear being capable of swiveling; power means for swivel the support to permit maintenance of directional 
applying limiied rotational force to said nose gear to 35 stabiiity. 
cause said nosc gear to be oriented and yieldingly main- 
tained at an angle to the direction of travel of said aircraft References Cited by the Examiner 
to provide a ground reaction establishing directional UNITED STATES PATENTS 
stability and control of said aircraft; said power means 
being so constrtlcted and arraxgcd that a force overcom- 40 1'30S~546 White ---------------- 244-50 

ing said g~ound reaction will result in momentary swivel 2,734,589 2/56 Green ---------------- 244-50 

reversal of said nose gear causing a variation of said 2~957,535 Helgeson ------------ 180-79.2 
angle to vary the ground reaction and establish directional FOREIGN PATENTS 
stability of said aircraft. 767,859 2/57 Great Britain. 
IS. In an aircraft the combination comprising: an 45 - -- 

aircraft having a fuselage; main gear skids; a nose gear MILTON BUCHLER, ~ ~ i , ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ .  
capable of swiveling; said nose gear having a wheel; 
power means for applying a torque lo said nose gear to E R G U S  S .  MIDDLETON, Examiner. 




